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Indifference Curves and  
the Ordinalist Revolution

Jean-Sébastien Lenfant

Joseph Schumpeter, as a spoilsport (and probably under Paul Samuel-
son’s influence), looked pessimistically upon the internal coherence and 
methodological progress achieved by the ordinalist revolution:

If [the ordinalists] use nothing that is not observable in principle, they 
do use “potential” observations which so far nobody has been able to 
make in fact: from a purely practical standpoint we are not much bet-
ter off when drawing purely imaginary indifference curves than we 
are when speaking of purely imaginary utility functions. (Schumpeter 
1954, 1067)

Schumpeter actually raised a methodological issue more than a prac-
tical one. Indeed, once Vilfredo Pareto had faded from the scene, the 
status1 of indifference curves within demand theory was rarely discussed 
for its own sake by the main protagonists of the ordinalist revolution. 
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1. By “status,” it is meant here that indifference curves can be looked upon either as an 
experimental construction or as an observational construction (derived from constrained 
choice), or else as a concept based upon introspection or other theoretical arguments. Indeed, 
one can imagine that “status” refers to the origin of indifference curves, including the seman-
tics of the concept.
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2. More precisely, what is meant here is the escape from a certain kind of psychology that 
was widespread in the late nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, that 
is, psychological assumptions taken from psychophysiology and experimental psychology 
and whose main figures were (or had been) Helmholtz, Weber, Fechner, and Wundt.

3. “Pareto, having replaced the assumption of utility with the assumption of indifference 
curves, went one step further to suggest that, in principle, economists could replace the 
assumption of indifference curves with an experimental derivation of indifference curves” 
(Gross and Tarascio 1998, 171). As will be seen, this assertion is misleading and does not 
reflect adequately Pareto’s own ideas about indifference curves. A different point of view can 
be found in Moscati 2007a. 

4. The question of the status of indifference curves within the history of consumer demand 
has been tackled only indirectly or partially in some recent articles either in relation to inte-
grability (Hands 2006) or in relation to the history of experimental economics (Moscati 
2007a) and rational behavior (Giocoli 2003).

It was generally relegated to footnotes and asides, whereas other issues 
such as integrability (Samuelson 1950; Houthakker 1950; Chipman et al. 
1971), the measurement of utility (Frisch 1926; Schultz 1933; Frisch 1932; 
Lange 1934), and complementarity (Johnson 1913; Slutsky 1915; Hicks 
and Allen 1934; Samuelson 1974) were discussed at length.

The concept of the indifference curve was the touchstone of the escape 
from cardinalism and the psychological foundations of demand and 
choice.2 Yet, once Hendrik S. Houthakker (1950) and Paul Samuelson 
(1950) recognized that the whole theory of the consumer could be derived 
from the strong axiom of revealed preferences (without supposing the 
existence of indifference curves from the outset), indifference curves sur-
vived mainly, if not exclusively, because they made it easy to teach and 
learn certain ideas and principles involving choices between certain pros-
pects (intertemporal choice, the leisure-consumption trade-off). For such 
a role it is endowed with convenient mathematical properties allowing for 
the use of duality theorems.

Thus, the indifference curve went from being held in high esteem to 
being of secondary importance, once the strong axiom of revealed pref-
erences was developed. How and when did this hierarchical about-face 
take place? The question does not seem to have caught the interest 
of historians. It is often alleged that the construction of experimental 
indifference curves was on Pareto’s agenda.3 Even this is a simplistic 
analysis of Pareto, and to the best of our knowledge, there have been no 
attempts to recount in a broad way the story of indifference curves 
within the ordinalist revolution.4 As elsewhere with the development of 
the theory of choice, the 1930s and 1940s resulted in the stabilization of 
the concept of the indifference curve. Actually, it must be stressed that 
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5. Integrability, measurement, and complementarity all concern “deeper” questions, with 
an immediate concern for the robustness and fruitfulness of the theory, i.e., the very existence 
and nature of the utility function. In the two-good case, we start with these questions more or 
less answered with the notable exception of complementarity (Lenfant 2006) and then use 
indifference curves to represent the utility function. Thus, the methodological problems that 
the indifference curve involves are of a different nature than those that integrability, measure-
ment, and complementarity involve. In the two-good case, if we assume that we can use indif-
ference curves, then (1) we have already assumed a solution to the integrability problem; (2) we 
can use the curves to give one answer to the measurability question (utility is ordinal: the num-
bers attached to the indifference curves do not affect the choices that the consumer makes); 
and (3) we can learn (as Fisher and Pareto failed to learn) that we cannot really say anything 
much about complementarity. Of course, in the three-good case, the question of the status of 
the indifference surfaces is more on an equal footing with integrability, measurement, and 
complementarity. Yet, it was rather considered as a secondary problem, more methodological 
than theoretical. See also section 6.

the status of indifference curves within the theory of choice is usually 
regarded as depending upon much deeper issues such as the measure-
ment of utility, the integrability of demand, and the definition of com-
plementarity.

Nevertheless, it would be unfair to regard views on indifference curves 
within the ordinalist revolution solely as by-products of other theoretical 
debates.5 The question was occasionally treated for its own sake, and one 
can find here and there incidental remarks about the possibility, neces-
sity, and usefulness of building the theory of demand upon experimental 
indifference curves. As regards this more specific issue, a number of 
arguments were raised in the 1930s and early 1940s in favor of a theo-
retical and nonexperimental status of indifference curves. The central 
piece of work that catalyzed the debate was Louis L. Thurstone’s exper-
imental derivation of an indifference map in 1931. Mainly, the decade 
following Thurstone’s experiment sealed the status of indifference curves 
within demand theory: they became useful only for their pedagogical and 
heuristic properties.

At the beginning of this story are Henry Schultz, Harold Hotelling, 
and Milton Friedman, who were engaged in reconciling empirical demand 
studies and the Paretian theory of demand and utility. At the end of the 
story, one can consider W. Allen Wallis and Friedman’s 1942 article as 
the most influential criticism of the experimental nature of indifference 
curves and Samuelson’s theory of revealed preferences (e.g., Samuelson 
1938a, 1930b, 1950) as the final plea for a theoretically observational 
concept of indifference curves. By the end of the 1940s, no economist 
would appeal seriously to any kind of naive experimental derivation of 
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6. Ivan Moscati (2007a) has shown that a revival in economic experiments on consumer 
choice would take place later in the 1950s and 1960s. But the theoretical stakes at the time were 
quite different, and Moscati devotes only a few lines to the most natural extension of experi-
mental work on pure consumer theory, that is, stochastic choice and binary choice. Indeed, work 
in that field did not bear much on the development of experiments on consumer behavior.

7. Historians have pointed out that ordinalism and the escape from psychology are two 
different things. According to Shira B. Lewin (1996), Pareto and Fisher can be classified as 
“psychological ordinalists” (as opposed to “psychological hedonists”) because preferences 
still have a hidden psychological meaning to them. Luigino Bruni and Francesco Guala 

indifference curves as a way to derive individual or aggregate demand 
functions.6

The aim of this article is to show how the concept of the indifference 
curve was progressively stabilized within demand theory. Section 1 deals 
with the foundations of choice theory in the Paretian tradition. Section 2 
gives some insights about the revival of the Paretian school in the United 
States in the 1930s. Thurstone’s experiment is presented in section 3, and 
its reception by economists is the subject of section 4. Section 5 concen-
trates on Wallis and Friedman’s 1942 article, which represented one chal-
lenge to indifference curves. Section 6 deals with the other challenge to 
indifference curves, Samuelson’s theory of revealed preferences. The con-
clusion gives some insights into the experimental or observational status 
of indifference curves in the 1940s and after.

1. Indifference Curves within  
the Paretian School

Our aim here is to grasp some specific aspects of demand theory in relation 
to indifference curves, as they have been dealt with from Pareto onward 
and as they were understood in America in the late 1920s and early 1930s. 
Before entering into this story, it seems necessary to say a word about the 
ordinalist revolution and about the English contributions to ordinalism.

The ordinalist revolution originates in the criticism of the psychological 
foundations of the theory of demand, namely, the principle of decreasing 
marginal utility as Alfred Marshall ([1890] 1898) used it. The rejection of 
hedonist hypotheses led Irving Fisher (1892) and Pareto (1896–97, 1900, 
1909) to favor an objective or “positive” approach to economic concepts. 
The “ordinalist revolution” (Omarzabal 1995, 116) is grounded in a meth-
odological transformation of economics that put the facts of objective 
experience as a foundation of economics and provided a research program 
for the ensuing years (Green and Moss 1993; Lewin 1996).7 Mathemati-
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(2001) have convincingly applied this idea to Pareto’s writings. It is true that ordinalism, 
taken in a very strict sense (that of using an index utility function), does not imply that psy-
chological arguments are abandoned. We nevertheless argue that this formal opposition 
between psychological hedonists and psychological ordinalists might be exaggerated as long 
as one does not discuss precisely what kind of psychological assumptions or statements can 
be used in economics. Ordinalism would never have been promoted if theoreticians had not 
felt too much constrained with the main assumptions of hedonism. Thus, with all due care, 
ordinalism and the escape from psychology have been fellow travelers, and this is what is 
usually meant by the phrase “ordinalist revolution.”

 8. Moreover, Fisher (1891, 4) discovered the concept of the indifference curve apparently 
independently from Edgeworth, thus showing that it was just a tool that could be used either 
in a cardinal or in an ordinal context.

 9. Hicks and Allen (1934) had done most of the job but not finished it. Along the way, the 
main protagonists of this story (other than those already mentioned) are Johnson (1913), 
Slutsky (1915), Schultz (1938), Friedman (1933), Little (1949), and Georgescu-Roegen (1936). 
For more on Johnson, Slutsky, et al., see Stigler 1950. 

10. Parts of this story can be found in Chipman 1976, Hands and Mirowski 1998, Chipman 
and Lenfant 2002, Hands 2006, and Lenfant 2006.

11. We will discuss this assertion at beginning of the next section.

cally, ordinalism is entirely based upon the idea that one can dispense with 
the use of a specific utility function and that no meaning shall be attached 
to utility measurement, except as an ordinal principle.

Clearly, the development of ordinalism must be separated from the 
introduction of the concept of the indifference curve. Ordinalism was first 
advocated in Fisher’s “Mathematical Investigations” (1892) and Pareto’s 
Sunto (1900) and Manual ([1909] 1971), while the indifference curve had 
appeared in F. Y. Edgeworth’s Mathematical Psychics (1881). It was thus 
only through Fisher’s and Pareto’s recasting that the concept of the indif-
ference curve became irreversibly associated with the promotion of ordi-
nalism.8 Along the way, the recasting of the theory of choice along ordi-
nalist lines raised a number of issues (about integrability, measurability, 
and complementarity) that would be progressively settled. A reasonable 
closing date for the ordinalist revolution is 1950, after Houthakker’s (1950) 
and Samuelson’s (1950) contributions.9

From the late 1920s, the Paretian school was progressively gaining a 
larger audience while the use of the concept of marginal utility and other 
derivative concepts was challenged. Consequently, demand theory was 
recast along the principles of individual preferences and ordinal utility func-
tions.10 Nevertheless, English authors proved very silent about the meaning 
of indifference curves. Most if not all of the reflections after 1920 about the 
nature of indifference curves took place in America, mainly under the 
impulse of Henry Schultz at Chicago. This is an American story.11
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12. From the outset, we want to clear up any misunderstanding about the link between an 
analytical tool (indifference curves) and the escape from psychology (the abandonment of 
psychophysical assumptions). The simple fact of using indifference curves is not a plea 
against cardinalism. Indeed, Edgeworth, a founding father of indifference curves, was an 
unrepentant cardinalist. In fact, most if not all of his arguments about the use of indifference 
curves as a cardinalist concept are only possible once one compares two indifference curves 
for the same individual. So, it must be clear that I am not pointing out any contradiction per 
se between psychology and indifference curves. I am only stressing that indifference curves 
would be exploited in order to promote an ordinalist representation of utility and a behaviorist 
foundation for the theory of choice and demand.

13. As far as we know, neither Pareto nor Fisher ever commented on current developments in 
psychology. In the Manual, Pareto ([1909] 1971, chap. 4, para. 33) mentions Fechner, Delbœuf, 
and Wundt in a footnote. Those works are mentioned only as references for the Weber-Fechner 
law of decreasing satisfaction. We can only speculate about Pareto’s acquaintance with Wundt’s 
theory presented in his Grundzüge der physiologischen Psychologie. Wundt was then the 
most important experimental psychologist, and he had shown that simple laws of the Weber-
Fechnerian type (psychophysical or associative laws) could not apply to most psychological 
phenomena, which are governed by apperception (Lachelier 1885; Boring 1950, chap.16).

As is well known, Pareto’s and Fisher’s main idea was that knowledge 
of observed behavior was enough to derive the equilibrium of markets 
and the laws of a market economy. This idea was based upon the intu-
ition that indifference curves were in principle obtainable from observed 
behavior and that indifference maps could be represented by indexing 
utility functions. Consequently, they expected to ignore the psychologi-
cal foundations of choice and of price theory.12

It would take too long to enter precisely into Fisher’s and Pareto’s 
ideas about psychology. However, one or two aspects must be mentioned 
here briefly. Pareto ([1909] 1971, 29) and Fisher (1892, 5) showed a com-
mon reluctance toward a psychological foundation of utility, even though 
Pareto was rather looking for a temporary separate development of 
economics and psychology. Psychology at the time was considered as 
the science of psychical phenomena and sensations, and to some extent 
it was associated with the developments of psychophysics, which is a 
branch of psychology dealing with the measurement of mental states in 
relation to external stimuli.13 It is thus interesting to see how Fisher and 
Pareto justified the construction of indifference curves and the existence 
of a utility index. Both seemed to believe that experimentation was 
impossible in practice but possible in theory. Fisher (1892, 67–68) sug-
gested a “metaphoric” experiment, by which an individual would be 
asked to determine his consumption bundle and then, fixing the quantity 
of all goods but two, he would be asked to modify his combination of 
the two goods in order to keep the same level of utility. Nevertheless, in 
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14. Pareto ([1900] 2008) already argued that indifference curves could be obtained 
through experiments or statistical studies. As long as statisticians have not established lines 
of indifference, “for lack of more precise notions, the science possesses only some general 
data suggested by crude and everyday observations of facts” (478).

15. It does not prevent one from appealing to psychological arguments in the field of 
applied economics (Bruni and Guala 2001).

16. Introspection in utility theory is usually—and incorrectly—associated with the use of 
psychological arguments. Introspection is actually a method, whereas psychology is the study 
of perceptions and representations. Introspection as a method of investigation has been chal-
lenged in economics as well as in psychology. Now, the fact is that Fechner did use introspec-
tion whereas Wundt rejected it. More generally, Pareto ([1909] 1971, chap. 3, para. 31) always 
maintained that the methodology of economics could not be modeled on the methodology of 
physics, and that any economic theory must be regarded as a method of search rather than as 
a method of demonstration.

the end Fisher never relied on any kind of experiment, and he eventually 
derived the shape of indifference curves from the properties of demand 
that he attached to the extreme cases of perfect substitutes and perfect 
complements (71).

Pareto’s own construction and discussion of indifference curves is 
developed in the Manual.14 There he used the word experiment in a broad 
and fluctuating sense. On many occasions, Pareto ([1909] 1971) suggested 
finding individual indifference curves “by experiment,” and he indicated 
many ways to achieve that task. For instance, Pareto referred to a hypo-
thetical experiment bearing directly on tastes (391–92), whereas elsewhere 
he suggested constructing indifference curves from observed choices for 
different incomes and prices (414–16). He knew that experiments would 
not permit one to obtain the differential equation of an indifference curve 
but only the ratio of marginal utilities at a point. He ended with the idea 
that economists should be content with virtual experiments: “The fairly 
great difficulty, the impossibility even, that may be found in carrying out 
these experiments in practice, is of little importance; their theoretical pos-
sibility alone is enough to prove, in the cases which we have examined, 
the existence of the indices of ophelimity, and to reveal certain of their 
characteristics” (415; my italics).

So, the final methodological position of Pareto is that the theoretical 
possibility of an empirical construction of indifference curves is at least 
enough for the foundation of the theory of choice.15 Eventually, when he 
comes to a precise description of indifference curves, Pareto appeals to 
“every day experience” and to introspection to discuss the shape of indif-
ference curves (572).16 In this respect, it is of the utmost importance to 
keep in mind what indifference curves are supposed to be as theoretical 
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17. Pareto ([1909] 1971, 105, 123) frequently reminds the reader about this meaning of 
indifference curves.

constructs. Pareto never meant that indifference curves are the visual 
description of a mental state of mind regarding tastes at a given instant 
of time. On the contrary, he insisted again and again in the Manual that 
the description of individual tastes is about stabilized tastes, as they can 
be derived from repeated acts of choice in a context of stable economic 
conditions:

We will study the many logical, repeated actions which men perform to 
procure the things which satisfy their tastes. . . . In other words, we are 
concerned only with certain relations between objective facts and sub-
jective facts, principally the tastes of men. Moreover, we will simplify 
the problem still more by assuming that the subjective fact conforms 
perfectly to the objective fact. This can be done because we will con-
sider only repeated actions to be a basis for claiming that there is a logi-
cal connection uniting such actions. A man who buys a certain food for 
the first time may buy more of it than is necessary to satisfy his tastes, 
price taken into account. But in a second purchase he will correct his 
error, in part at least, and thus little by little, will end up by procuring 
exactly what he needs. We will examine this action at the time when he 
has reached this state. Similarly, if at first he makes a mistake in his rea-
soning about what he desires, he will rectify it in repeating the reasoning 
and will end up by making it completely logical. (103)

Pareto could not have been more explicit. He would come back occa-
sionally to the same idea, notably about the theory of choice, always 
dismissing any data that were not the result of a reflexive process on the 
part of the subject.17

At this stage, the status of indifference curves remained uncertain, if 
not contradictory. On the one hand, indifference curves were conceived 
of as the guarantee for a positivist foundation of demand theory, while on 
the other hand they were used just as an instrument for proving the exis-
tence of an index-utility function. This ambiguity was manifest in the 
theory of choice from the outset.

From Pareto onward, two lines of thought about utility and demand 
coexisted and reinforced each other. The dominant line consisted in con-
sidering the main properties of indifference curves as given by internal 
experience and introspection and easily summarized by utility functions, 
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18. The idea was to construct indifference curves from a series of budget data under dif-
ferent income-price situations. This project was intimately linked with budget studies and 
would be promoted by scholars such as Abraham Wald, Jacob Marschak, and René Roy.

19. It is beyond the scope of this article to deal with the history of the integrability issue, 
which has been well documented elsewhere (see Chipman 1976, Hands 1993, Hands and 
Mirowski 1998, Chipman and Lenfant 2002, Mongin 2000a and 2000b, and Hands 2006).

from which general properties of demand could be inferred. The other, 
less frequent, way of thinking consisted of the idea that indifference curves 
could be inferred from observed behavior. In accordance with this mar-
ginal line of thought, two methods were on offer. The first one consisted of 
deriving indifference curves from budget data (relating prices, individual 
incomes, and quantities bought of different goods).18 The second one con-
sisted of finding out indifference curves by way of controlled experiments. 
Indeed, Pareto mentioned both the introspective (dominant) line of thought 
and the two methods pertaining to the marginal line of thought, and he 
left it to his followers to discuss their relative merits.

Of course, all these ideas were intermingled to such an extent that 
most authors were open to different methods. More, it must be stressed 
that the status of indifference curves appeared as partially dependent 
upon the debate on the integrability of demand, that is, the possibility of 
recovering utility functions from observed demand behaviors.19 Inciden-
tally, the issue of the status of indifference curves came back in the early 
1930s, in the United States.

2. The Revival of Paretian Demand  
Theory in the United States

The development of the Paretian theory of demand in the 1920s and 
1930s took place mainly in the United States and Great Britain. As was 
pointed out earlier, the status of indifference curves would be discussed 
in the United States only.

Indeed, as far as English authors are concerned, there was a common 
reluctance toward discussing the foundations of indifference curves. As 
a testimony to this, a few words are in order about Edgeworth, Johnson, 
Allen, and Hicks. Edgeworth, as the inventor of the concept, had a very 
peculiar purpose in mind. In Mathematical Psychics, “indifference lines” 
appear only after the presentation of total (generalized) utility functions 
for each agent and after the formal definition of the “contract curve.” 
Edgeworth introduces indifference curves, defined as the locus of points 
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20. The only exception to this is Allen 1932, in which he argues for the nonintegrability of 
the field of observed indifference directions. For a comment on Allen’s discussion of integra-
bility, see Chipman and Lenfant 2002, 570–73. Note, however, that Allen (1932, 198) is skep-
tical about the possibility of relying on experimentation in economics and of dispensing with 
psychology: “In the first place, economic experiments under control are almost out of the 
question, and further, it is difficult in economic theory to prevent the introduction of subjec-
tive or psychological elements.”

21. Hicks and Allen (1934) take it for granted that indifference curves and surfaces are 
superior in a heuristic sense to utility functions when studying demand behavior, Giffen goods, 
and other concepts such as complementarity and independence (in a three-good case at least). 
Hicks and Allen’s justification for the shape of indifference curves is motivated by the simplic-
ity of the assumption, so that the concept of the demand function will be precisely defined (to 
dispose of any demand correspondence and discontinuity). As is well known, it is based mainly 
on the idea that the marginal rate of substitution must be decreasing, because it is not falsified 
in general by experience. Actually Hicks and Allen were not exactly on the same wavelength 
on this issue (see Chipman and Lenfant 2002). Strange as it may seem, Allen’s 1934 article 
titled “The Nature of Indifference Curves” is nothing but a discussion of their mathematical 
properties (it does not contain anything about their empirical content). As for Hicks, he would 

separating the set of exchanges that are acceptable from the set of 
exchanges that an agent would refuse, in order to demonstrate that the 
contract curve is really a curve (with no thick part) and can be understood 
as the result of a series of exchanges between parties. Consequently, indif-
ference curves are derived from the concept of utility (they are not a pri-
mary given set of data), and they are devised for a very specific purpose. 
Johnson (1913) is a good example of the reluctance among English econo-
mists to speculate over the semantics of indifference curves, since he takes 
it as a purely mathematical concept. He probably took the concept from 
Edgeworth (although he does not adopt the terminology, preferring that of 
“constant utility curve”) and does not even mention Pareto. Indifference 
curves are simply regarded as a series of convex curves exhibiting differ-
ent properties about adjacent marginal rates of substitution.

Allen and Hicks (separately and in their joint article as well) manifest 
no interest either in the semantics or in the methodology attached to 
indifference curves. For instance, Allen (1934) maintains that indiffer-
ence curves are simply the expression of constant utility curves, whose 
various forms indicate various mutual relationships between goods. So, 
once again, indifference curves are presented as just a mathematical tool 
(a series of mathematical properties about curvature and adjacent curves) 
without the slightest word about their methodological foundation.20 In 
their monumental article, Hicks and Allen (1934) would make only inci-
dental comments on the methodology of the theory of choice (mainly a 
question of internal coherence).21
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improve the argument a little bit in Value and Capital: the decreasing marginal rate of substi-
tution stems from the idea of choice (if people were indifferent between two baskets at the 
same price, they would not be able to choose; the fact that they make a choice is an argument 
for convexity). For a more complete discussion of this, see Wong 1978, 36–41; Lenfant 2000, 
267–69; and Moscati 2007b, 128–29.

22. Marco Fanno (1926) deserves to be mentioned for his work on the demand for sub-
stitutes. Besides, Schultz acknowledged Fanno as the main motivation for his own research 
program. In his long essay, Fanno did not question the possibility of constructing indifference 
curves, but he nevertheless introduced an interesting distinction between tastes, as they can 
be considered in the abstract and as they are practically influenced by economic conditions 
(income, prices, needs). On this basis he proposed two kinds of indifference curves: indiffer-
ence curves according to tastes and indifference curves according to consumption (353–54). 
Nevertheless, the distinction remains very obscure and does not seem to have been mentioned 
elsewhere.

More broadly, the idea of linking rational behavior and statistical 
demand studies is a characteristic of the development of demand theory 
in America. In Europe, there were disseminated efforts, as we see from 
Shultz’s 1938 book that reviewed them, and almost no connection 
between the Paretian school, statistical studies, and other kinds of recon-
struction (Marco Fanno excepted).22 It is quite clear that until 1932, the 
contributions of Fanno, Ricci, Dominedo, Allen, and Johnson were not 
oriented by a common set of questions and analytical tools. Things were 
to change slightly only after the discovery of Slutsky’s article. Even the 
collaboration between Hicks and Allen (1934) appears to have been very 
brief and led neither to a close convergence on certain important ques-
tions (Chipman and Lenfant 2002) nor to statistical studies.

Thus, it is worth concentrating exclusively on the debate among Ameri-
can scientists. The main protagonists of this development are Henry 
Schultz, Harold Hotelling, and Milton Friedman. Friedman is important 
for our narrative, to the extent that he took part in the discussion about 
demand and utility in the United States from the outset and eventually 
provided influential arguments against an experimental or even empirical 
derivation of indifference curves (Wallis and Friedman 1942).

Friedman’s training in demand theory was shaped by Schultz at Chi-
cago and also by Hotelling at Columbia. A few words about both of them 
and few others are in order to grasp Friedman’s interest and personal com-
mitment to demand theory.

In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the main line of development of the 
new theory followed the original Paretian ideas, as well as some later con-
tributions in the Paretian spirit, more or less neglected, such as Johnson 
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23. Apparently, Johnson 1913 and Lenoir 1913 were unknown to American economists. 
Friedman discovered Lenoir’s thesis only during the preparation of his own paper (Friedman 
1933). Lenoir’s book contains a discussion of the relative slopes of adjacent indifference 
curves and of the question of satiation, introducing a curve of satiation that would be used 
later independently by Friedman and Allais.

24. In his famous 1915 article, Slutsky derived the fundamental equations of value, decom-
posing the price effect on demand into two composite effects (the revenue effect and the substi-
tution effect). Slutsky’s analysis was explicitly a continuation of Pareto’s theory of utility and 
demand. A noticeable difference, however, is that Slutsky never mentions indifference curves.

25. In this respect, Schultz acknowledged the influence of Marco Fanno (1933, 164), who 
developed a correspondence between substitutability as represented with indifference curves, 
and substitutability as measured through the proportional variation of prices following any 
external shock on the demand for a good. One can note that Schultz ignores the influence of 
income distribution upon aggregate demand (see Lenfant 2006).

1913 and Lenoir 1913.23 Slutsky’s 1915 article24 was still unknown to the 
main workers in the field. New ideas about utility and demand were 
introduced progressively within the American academic world, spurred 
on by Henry Moore and Henry Schultz. Moore and his student Schultz 
were both involved in the development of theoretical foundations for 
statistical demand curves, and by the end of the 1920s Schultz’s agenda 
was to improve the derivation of statistical demand curves, basing them 
on the Paretian theory of choice and utility.

On this occasion, Schultz gave central importance to utility theory for 
the statistical analysis of demand. Schultz’s (1931) idea was that the struc-
tural properties of demand were linked to the properties of individual util-
ity functions. In short, Schultz’s program was to derive the main laws of 
“related demand” (demand for related goods) from individual preferences. 
By referring here and there to utility theory and to the influence of substi-
tution upon demand curves, Schultz showed that the connection of utility 
theory with the statistical analysis of interdependencies was a promising 
direction for research.25 Around 1930, Schultz (1931, 83) was clearly look-
ing in that direction, echoing Pareto’s earlier statement: “The properties of 
the utility functions and indifference curves are very intimately related to 
certain characteristics of the laws of demand and supply. . . . In [my] opin-
ion, a study of these theoretical relationships [about demand for related 
goods] will throw a flood of light on the problems connected with the 
derivation of demand curves from statistics.”

Schultz developed this program in two steps between 1932 and 1935, 
and it must have been at the core of Schultz’s discussions with his young 
student Milton Friedman. Notably, during the winter of 1933, Friedman 
wrote a draft on demand theory under the title “The Fitting of Indiffer-
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26. As noted by D. Wade Hands and Philip Mirowski (1998, 352), “Edgeworth produced 
his counter intuitive numerical example in order to undermine the whole idea of a stable 
demand curve, but Hotelling recasts the problem set by Edgeworth as one of finding out the 
conditions under which interdependent demand curves could rule out the appearance of the 
‘paradox.’”

ence Curves as a Method of Deriving Statistical Demand Curves.” 
Friedman’s often quoted 1933 manuscript is known by economists only 
indirectly through Schultz’s 1938 book, The Theory and Measurement 
of Demand, where it was partially used in chapters 18 and 19.

Friedman’s contribution to Schultz’s research program was also rein-
forced during the year he spent with Hotelling in 1933 at Columbia (the 
academic year when Schultz was in Europe). Hotelling graduated as a 
mathematician at Princeton; afterward, he was at the Stanford mathemat-
ics department in 1927 and later appointed at Columbia in 1931 (after the 
early retirement of Moore), where he taught mathematical statistics and 
mathematical economics. Previously, he had worked with Holbrook Work-
ing at the Stanford Food Research Institute, collaborating on the estima-
tion of crop yields, food requirements, amd demand and supply functions 
for agricultural products (1924–27). He moved gradually to the mathemat-
ics department at Stanford before leaving for Columbia (Darnell 1990, 
5–7). By the time Friedman arrived at Columbia, Hotelling had already 
published his famous article on “Edgeworth’s taxation paradox” (Hotell-
ing 1932). Edgeworth’s paradox deals with the possibility that the imposi-
tion of a tax on one good supplied by a monopolist who also supplies a 
related good (a railway owner supplying first- and second-class travel) 
may lead to a lowering of the market price of the taxed good.

Hotelling’s aim was to understand in depth under what circumstances 
Edgeworth’s paradox might appear. The analysis proceeds within a sys-
tem of interrelated markets. Thus, one needs to disentangle as far as pos-
sible the effects of the interdependence of markets (the system of demand 
functions) from the influence of specific preferences. The related question 
is to identify properties of individual preferences that would make the 
paradox likely or unlikely, and possibly to tell if such preferences are to be 
met in certain markets. This was the main motivation for his interest for 
demand analysis, on the basis of the Walras-Pareto framework.26

Friedman’s 1933 paper echoes the common set of questions asked by 
Hotelling and Schultz, notably because it shows how experimental or 
other kinds of empirical knowledge could or should be accounted for 
within demand theory. The main question raised incidentally is whether, 
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and to what extent, economists ought to work with or without the help of 
indifference curves in theoretical and applied demand studies.

Once he has presented the possible relationships between adjacent 
indifference curves, Friedman (1933, [14n5]) remarks that “from a purely 
abstract theoretical point of view it is impossible to set any condition what-
soever upon the indifference curves. It is only by appealing to concrete 
knowledge of the way individuals act, that is, to psychology, that it is pos-
sible to assert that any form of indifference curve is improbable or impos-
sible. Mathematics, and ‘pure’ theory in general, can give only form, no 
content.” Thus, Friedman is staging Pareto’s methodological hesitations. 
On the one hand, it seems that the main simple properties could be justi-
fied by introspection (downward-sloping indifference curves, even con-
vexity). On the other hand, more precise properties should be backed with 
empirical knowledge either by observation of actual behavior or by exper-
iments (and subsequent statistical treatment of both). The respective con-
tribution of introspection and empirical knowledge has not been estab-
lished at this stage. We can even stress that the use of the word psychology 
in this quotation is puzzling and should be understood rather in a behav-
iorist sense, even though introspection is not altogether thrown away.

In brief, Hotelling, Schultz, and Friedman were the three main figures 
reflecting upon the relationship between the Paretian theory of demand 
and empirical studies of demand in the early 1930s. At the end of 1933, 
they felt that the introspective justification for indifference curves—the 
one that Pareto had recommended in the final analysis—was probably 
too loose and inadequate for practical needs. This idea was not yet well 
formed, even though they could have benefited from two attempts at 
experimenting on this subject. One experiment had been conducted by a 
well-known agricultural economist, Elizabeth Waterman Gilboy. Gilboy’s 
(1932a) study is based on questionnaires and was regarded as a proto-
type for further research. The other had been conducted by a famous 
professor of psychology at Chicago, Louis Leon Thurstone.

In Gilboy’s study, individuals were asked how many different items 
(travel, rent, clothes, savings, beverages, entertainment) they (and their 
families) would buy, with unchanged tastes and “on the basis of [their] 
present income and standard of living” (379), under different assump-
tions about income variations and price changes. Despite the call for 
further research, Gilboy’s method would be largely ignored, probably 
because the use of questionnaires was severely criticized. The other way 
to go into experimental demand theory was to go directly into experi-
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27. Much of this section and the next deals with authors and material aptly discussed in 
Moscati 2007a. Nevertheless, we believe some original conclusions can be drawn from our 
analysis.

28. Among the founding members of the journal were John Dewey, Franklin Henry Gid-
dings, Lucien Lévy-Bruhl, Bertrand Russell, and Thurstone himself.

ments on preferences, and that was precisely what was done at Chicago 
under the impulse of Henry Schultz.

3. The Thurstone Experiment

In 1930, Louis Leon Thurstone, a professor of psychology at the Univer-
sity of Chicago, conducted the first experiment whose goal was to con-
struct and fit indifference curves and to show “that it is possible to write a 
rational equation for the indifference function which is based on plausible 
psychological postulates” (Thurstone 1931, 165).27 The results of his 
experiment were published in 1931 as “The Indifference Function” in the 
newly founded Journal of Social Psychology.28 Thurstone’s inquiry was 
supposed to catch the attention of those interested in choice and demand 
theory.

Thurstone’s motivation came from Schultz at Chicago, and his exper-
iment was soon presented to economists at the meeting of the economet-
ric society, in Syracuse in June 1932, under the title “An Experimental 
Study of Indifference Curves.” A brief summary was then published in 
the first issue of Econometrica (Mayer 1933).

Thurstone was a colleague and friend of Schultz, and it is through 
their discussions that he became interested in conducting experiments 
on indifference curves. As he noted at the beginning of the 1931 article, 
“The formulation of this problem is due to numerous conversations 
about psychophysics with my friend Professor Henry Schultz of the Uni-
versity of Chicago. It was at his suggestion that experimental methods 
were applied to this problem in economic theory” (139). 

First, we will present the ins and outs of Thurstone’s experiments, stress-
ing some aspects of his method in relation to indifference curves. Then we 
will appraise Thurstone’s project in relation to the theory of choice.

Let us briefly present Thurstone’s experiment and then make a few 
comments. Thurstone’s article is strictly limited to the presentation of an 
experiment on individual preferences. Thurstone cautiously avoids appeal-
ing to the Paretian theory of choice, and the whole experiment is based 
upon psychological and psychophysical hypotheses that were precisely 
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29. More precisely, “motivation [is] the amount of anticipated satisfaction per unit increase 
in the commodity” (Thurstone 1931, 165), and it has been assumed “that increments in satis-
faction are measured in terms of the psychological unit of measurement, the discriminal 
error, or multiples of that unit” (166).

those that Pareto and Fisher wanted to eliminate. He nevertheless cites 
Fisher’s “Mathematical Investigations” as his unique reference (aside from 
two articles by himself). First, Thurstone presents in its basic form the law 
of decreasing marginal utility, using his own terminology. He calls it the 
“law of satisfaction” and builds it upon Fechner’s law, with the idea that 
each individual is able to measure quantitatively the “motivation,” that is, 
the increase in utility, associated with an increase in the consumption of a 
given good. This is done by taking as a measuring rod the “discriminal 
error,” that is, the most noticeable difference in satisfaction.29 He then 
explains the concept of indifference curves. He arrives at the general 
expression of a set of indifference curves, using Fechner’s law, which gives 
the simple Cobb-Douglas utility function (Thurstone 1931, equation 11, 
147). The procedure aims at obtaining experimentally the shapes of both 
the satisfaction curve (indicating the increase in utility compared to an 
initial position) and the indifference curve, and also at fitting the indiffer-
ence curves. Thus, the point is that the mathematical form of the indiffer-
ence curves is given from the outset, independently from any experimen-
tal device. The only aim of the experiment is to provide enough information 
to derive the coefficient of motivation for each good and the level of satis-
faction of the subject. The whole theoretical and experimental construc-
tion is based upon the assumption that utility is additively separable.

The experiment itself consists in asking a subject to compare two sets 
of two commodities, always starting from a constant combination to 
which another one is compared. The subject had only to tell which one 
he would take, thus revealing his preferences. Thurstone indicated to the 
subject that no economic information (notably, no budget constraint) 
should influence his choice. By repeating this procedure a number of 
times, it was possible to fill in the consumption set with minuses and 
pluses and to draw the experimental indifference curve associated with 
the constant initial combination. By repeating it again for other initial 
sets, it was then possible to draw four indifference curves (for hats and 
shoes). Then Thurstone proceeded to the same experiment with hats and 
overcoats and lastly with overcoats and shoes. The next step was to com-
pare the theoretical indifference curve for overcoats and shoes (derived 
from Fechner’s law and the first two indifference curves) with the exper-
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30. An interesting point can be made about the experimental procedure chosen: “The subject 
whose records are here analyzed was entirely naïve as regards the psychological problem 
involved and had no knowledge whatever of the nature of the curves that we expected to find” 
(Thurstone 1931, 154). Moreover, the experiment was carried out in such a way that the subject 
was unable to change his mind about his choice and that no learning could occur. Undoubtedly, 
this contradicts what Pareto had in mind when he wrote about indifference curves. For instance, 
it is not surprising that there were “inversions in responses,” since the subject could make only 
one judgment for each pair of goods and the experiment was not carried out again. So inversions 
were to be expected, “especially in view of the fact that the difference in satisfaction repre-
sented by neighbouring points is not very marked” (155). Fitting was done by the method of 
averages, taking as data all the points in the subject’s answers.

31. Obviously, independence is understood here according to the Auspitz-Lieben criterion 
(the second-order cross-derivatives of the utility function are zero).

32. We use the phrase “declared indifference” or “declared preference” in order to stress 
the methodological difference with Samuelson’s theory of “revealed preference.”

imental indifference curve.30 Here, the most important test, according to 
Thurstone, was about the independence of different goods:31

Since we have the experimental data for all three sets of comparison, 
we can ascertain how closely the third set of indifference curves can 
be predicted from the known constants, derived from the first two sets 
of comparisons. This constitutes the test of the fundamental psycho-
logical hypothesis that is involved, namely, that the satisfactions from 
several commodities are summative when all of the quantities involved 
are above the level which the subject regards as the level of absolute 
necessity. (163)

The outcome of all this analysis was that indifference curves for shoes 
and overcoats were correctly predicted from the other experimental 
indifference curves, except for high constant combinations of shoes and 
overcoats.

At this point, a few methodological remarks are in order. They all 
revolve around the notion of indifference. Indeed, Thurstone raises seri-
ous doubts about the possibility of one person identifying introspectively 
a series of combinations of goods that he would declare indifferent to 
each other. Such a procedure of declared indifference,32 he argues, would 
be biased by a desire for numerical consistency, which is not the case 
with declared preference. The scientist would have to deal with too much 
instability. That is the reason why he resorts to the “constant method,” 
which consists in asking a subject to declare his preferences between 
two combinations, one combination being always the same. Conse-
quently, when facing two combinations, the subject was not allowed to 
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declare that they were indifferent to him. Thurstone, by not allowing 
subjects to declare indifference, made the results of his experiment eas-
ier to process. If declared indifference had been a possible choice for the 
subject, Thurstone would have had to deal with indifference points and 
to adapt his procedure for curve-fitting.

Before we turn to the reactions of economists to Thurstone’s results, it 
is worth stressing some methodological aspects of Thurstone’s experi-
ment that will help us appraise its usefulness for the theory of choice. 
First, Thurstone did not consider that each individual may be unable to 
reveal, even through a mental experiment, his own rational preferences 
(in the sense of no crossing of indifference curves). And from the outset, 
he even imposed very specific features on the shape of indifference curves 
(hyperbolic preferences). In short, Thurstone’s experiment was not a device 
for testing some properties of rational preferences (convexity, transitiv-
ity, completeness). These properties were implemented from the begin-
ning in the hyperbolic shape of the curves. Second, Thurstone could not 
ignore that the usefulness of cardinal concepts and hedonic preferences 
was hotly debated. And third, Thurstone did not ask whether controlled 
experiments were adequate for describing market behavior.

Thus, Thurstone’s experiment seems to be grounded on old psy-
chophysical hypotheses that had been rejected by the first ordinalists, 
and economists were rather free to interpret the results. In the final analy-
sis, the outcome of Thurstone’s experiment was to turn indifference 
curves into a purely psychological concept designed to illustrate the pos-
sibility of deriving rational preferences from experimental choice and to 
validate the set of hypotheses about the psychological continuum, about 
just-noticeable differences as a unit of measurement, and last, about 
Fechner’s law.

4. The Thurstone Experiment as  
Economists Saw It

It is interesting to look at Thurstone’s project from the viewpoint of econ-
omists. The Thurstone experiment received only rather critical apprais-
als on the part of economists and, more interestingly, it was the occasion 
for reintroducing the status of indifference curves within the theory of 
choice at the core of the debate. Broadly, Thurstone’s experiment was con-
sidered as rather inconclusive, and economists raised many methodologi-
cal arguments against it in the following years. The main judgment of the 
time was that experiments of that type were useless and inappropriate to 
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33. Thurstone’s work in experimental psychology was very much praised at the time, nota-
bly his technical contributions to the measurement of individual psychological states, through 
multiple factor analysis (Cottrell and Gallagher 1941). Schultz (1933), commenting on Frisch’s 
methods for measuring marginal utility, complains about the gap between the theoretical 
apparatus of Frisch and the experimental data and concepts used by psychologists, especially 
under the heading of just-noticeable differences. In Schultz 1933, Thurstone is cited as a ref-
erence but no mention is made of his experimental study of indifference. Thurstone is men-
tioned for his work on measurement, especially on just-noticeable differences (that is “dis-
criminal error”): “Those who are interested in developing the border lines between economics 
and the other sciences will do well to investigate the relations between the methods of deriv-
ing utility and demand functions used by economists and the methods of measuring the ‘psy-
chological continuum’ as used by modern psychophysicists. This is not a suggestion that eco-
nomics should borrow its postulates from psychology, but only that the workers in the two 
fields should familiarize themselves with each other’s problems and procedures. While I 
believe that, on the whole, psychophysicists stand to gain more from such an intermarriage of 
ideas, I am also convinced that those statistical economists who are interested in the mea-
surement of utility and demand cannot afford to remain in ignorance of such methods as are 
used to determine just-noticeable differences, and the discriminal error as a unit of measure-
ment on the psychological continuum; for is not utility also a psychological continuum?” 
(Schultz 1933, 116). As regards the just-noticeable differences, Schultz mentions William 
Brown and Godfrey H. Thomson’s Essentials of Mental Measurement (1921). As regards the 
measurement of the psychological continuum, he refers to Thurstone’s “Psychological Analy-
sis” (1927b) and “A Mental Unit of Measurement” (1927a).

34. “A psychological experiment designed to determine the shape of a simple indifference 
curve was conducted last year by the writer’s colleague, Professor L. L. Thurstone, of the 
Department of Psychology. The results will be published in the Journal of Social Psychology 
for May, 1931” (Schultz 1931, 78n5).

the study of economic behavior. Economists only occasionally mentioned 
Thurstone’s work, and when they did, they did so only briefly. Even among 
economists, it was Thurstone’s work on psychological measurement 
rather than his experiments on indifference curves that attracted atten-
tion.33 In general, economists were quite critical or else unconcerned or, 
at best, very cautious.

The main protagonists of our story referred rather coldly to the Thur-
stone experiment. The experiment was known first by Schultz; other 
economists became aware of it after Thurstone’s presentation at the 1933 
meeting of the econometric society in Syracuse. Among our three main 
characters (Hotelling, Schultz, and Friedman), only Friedman carefully 
examined the article and drew some methodological lessons from it (Wal-
lis and Friedman 1942). So, it was really in the second half of the 1930s 
that Thurstone’s experiments attracted attention.

Schultz, who can be regarded as the silent partner to the experiment, 
would not even comment upon the result, and made just two references to 
the study. The first was in Schultz 1931,34 in which he laid the foundation 
for statistical demand studies based upon rational behavior assumptions. 
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35. It is difficult to determine who exactly attended Thurstone’s presentation. We know 
from Joseph Mayer’s (1933) report that Hotelling was present for and discussed at least the 
first two contributions (by Roos and by Whitman) in the same session in which Thurstone 
presented his paper. Frisch was the chair of the session; Mayer and Mordecai Ezekiel dis-
cussed Thurstone’s results. Among other people who probably attended Thurstone’s presenta-
tion were Louis H. Bean, Harold T. Davis, Dr. Roos, Harry S. Kantor, S. S. Wilks, and F. G. 
Crawford. See also Bercaw 1934, 402. In 1933, Thurstone presented his experiment at the 
meeting of the econometric society, in Syracuse, where he was criticized for wanting to mea-
sure satisfaction.

The second was in The Theory and Measurement of Demand (1938). The 
only reference there was to the title of the article (15n18).

As for Hotelling, he certainly attended the Syracuse presentation, even 
though we do not know whether he took part in the discussion immedi-
ately following.35 Hotelling (1938) would prove to be very cautious, and 
he would underline that Thurstone’s experiment cannot give much more 
than a tentative result. Also, he clearly identified competing methods, by 
way of the study of family budgets:

It is to be emphasized that the indifference loci, unlike measures of 
pleasure, are objective and capable of empirical determination. One 
interesting experimental attack on this problem was made by L. L. 
Thurstone, who by means of questionnaires succeeded in mapping 
out in a tentative manner the indifference loci of a group of girls for 
hats, shoes, and coats. Quite a different method, involving the study of 
actual family budgets, also appears promising. (248; my italics)

In the same vein as Hotelling’s are two other references to Thurstone’s 
experiment. The first one is in Tintner 1942. Tintner tried to develop a 
dynamic theory of demand, taking into account individual expectations 
about future prices and interest rates. He drew conclusions about the pos-
sibility of getting information about how people anticipate and achieve an 
a priori probability distribution on expected prices and incomes, and he 
referred to Thurstone’s experiment as an example of the method of ques-
tionnaires. The paper concludes with some methodological considerations: 
“Empirical studies of family budgets (especially historical) and of demand 
curves may be helpful in getting an idea about the way in which people 
really act. . . . The interview method may also prove useful” (304).

Another reference to Thurstone is found in Staehle 1942. Although 
the article is devoted to the construction of empirical cost curves, there 
are hints about demand theory. Staehle’s criticism sounds like a farewell 
to the idea of experimenting beyond demand and to the possibility that 
experimental data can be useful:
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In the study of demand, actual individual behaviour is the deepest-
lying level to which we can dig. Everything beyond is largely in the 
nature of speculation. I say largely, and not completely, remembering 
Thurstone’s valiant attempt to measure indifference curves by means 
of psychological experimentation. Nevertheless, it remains true that in 
that field, . . . the greater part of the operation of this rationality takes 
place in regions where direct measurement is at least difficult. (332)

In a sense, Staehle is more skeptical about the possibility of erecting a 
complete theory of demand on experimental data, and all the comments 
by Hotelling, Staehle, and Tintner point to the weaknesses of the experi-
mental method.

Yet, none of the comments mentioned copes with the consequences 
of Thurstone’s experiment upon the theoretical nature of indifference 
curves. Among the very few references to Thurstone’s experiment, the 
one in Georgescu-Roegen 1936 is certainly the most important, in as 
much as it gives clues as to why economists have rejected experimental 
indifference curves. Georgescu-Roegen is a centerpiece in this narrative 
because he deals simultaneously with the methodology of consumer 
theory and with the problem of integrability of consumer choice. For all 
that, Georgescu-Roegen’s article is also sometimes muddled. The mean-
ing of indifference curves and what can be built upon them is at the core 
of Georgescu-Roegen 1936 and shows once again that the ordinalist 
revolution did not take place without inquiring about the foundations of 
the new theory of the consumer. Georgescu-Roegen argues that we have 
to make clear what are the data that explain individual demand: “The 
demand and supply laws appear today to be derived concepts, and their 
justification is sought in terms of the ultimate considerations that find 
their place within the frame of economic science; i.e., the reasons that 
induce individuals to produce and exchange goods” (546).

After identifying sufficient assumptions for integrability, Georgescu-
Roegen is led to inquire whether such assumptions can be checked by 
experiments. In the final analysis, he concludes that there must be a divide 
between what we can reasonably expect to obtain by way of experiments 
and what will remain necessarily of a more axiomatic nature. So, the arti-
cle can be read as an inquiry into the gap between the axiomatic founda-
tions of utility theory and the experimental design of indifference curves. 
Georgescu-Roegen’s main conclusion is that the properties of indifference 
sets are given above all by mental experiments based upon introspec-
tion and abstraction. This is by necessity; this is driven by the logic of the 
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36. Georgescu-Roegen has in mind a kind of parallelism between mental experiments and 
actual experiments, provided that we recognize that not all the subtleties of our mental experi-
ments can be captured by an actual experiment: “At the same time we may seek a safer line of 
approach. This might be reached, for instance, by formulating our mental experiment in such a 
way as to suggest, and direct step by step, the pattern of an actual experiment which may be 
carried out in the future, subject to technical possibilities in the matter” (Georgescu-Roegen 
1936, 546). The nonintegrability case is an instance of this discrepancy, and it might be neces-
sary to develop “an alternate theory of the nature of indifference curves” (546).

problem itself: “The method of economics remains—and it seems that it 
will remain despite many attempts in the opposite direction—that of the 
mental experiment aided by introspection. There are well-known attacks 
directed against this procedure for supporting scientific laws. Nevertheless, 
we may defend our position by arguing that, so far as we deal with the con-
sumer’s position, introspection is justified by the problem itself” (546).

It is interesting to compare Georgescu-Roegen’s methodological argu-
ments with Pareto’s attitude on the same question. It seems to us that 
Pareto regarded introspection as a sufficient procedure, given that a the-
oretical experiment was possible. Georgescu-Roegen is able to draw the 
lessons from Thurstone’s experiment and from a better knowledge of 
the high complexity of the hypotheses that economists may need to sub-
mit to experiments, so much so that introspection is not only sufficient 
but also necessary for the theory of choice. Meanwhile, it would be unsci-
entific to reject a priori any attempt at experimenting with at least some of 
the fundamental assumptions of the theory of choice, provided that those 
experiments succeed in encapsulating the essentials of the mental exper-
iment.36 The main difficulty is precisely that experiments rarely do. Some 
assumptions, notably that the indifference direction at any point is uniquely 
determined, “are very unlikely to lend themselves successfully to [an 
experimental] treatment” (Georgescu-Roegen 1936, 584).

This is where Georgescu-Roegen mentions and comments on the 
Thurstone experiment on the nature of indifference curves:

Professor Thurstone’s experiment is, however, very unlikely to help us 
in deciding anything about the forms of the postulates here analyzed. 
The investigation having been carried out by way of questions and 
answers, we cannot be sure whether the prices ruling on the market at 
the time of the experiment had or had not influenced the subjects in 
their answers. Some of the diagrams in Professor Thurstone’s paper, 
namely 13 and 17, suggest on the contrary that they had. 

Besides, the result of mere visualization cannot be relevant to a 
theory concerned with an actual choice, unless the combinations used 
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37. For instance, Georgescu-Roegen proposes that there be “a unique combination (Ct) 
that will separate the non-preferred from the preferred ones” (549). As he points out, “The 
essential implication of this postulate is that the mental comparison within a preferential set 
is as accurate as any other objective physical measurement can theoretically be. A perfect 
similarity with regard to the possibility of discerning differences in a monotonic series is thus 
assumed between a mental and a physical experiment” (549). Anyway, some hierarchy must 
be put into experimental properties of indifference functions, the most important being tran-
sitivity: “It seems that this point could be easily submitted to an experimental verification. We 
should really lose all hope in this direction only if the answer to such an investigation should 
be negative” (584–85).

in the experiment are those with which the subject is familiar because 
of his latest experience. This last condition restricts the range of the 
experiment to a degree which simply makes the investigation useless. 
It seems that we cannot avoid the necessity of letting the subject expe-
rience the satisfaction before making his choice. (585n3)

Through those quotations, Georgescu-Roegen puts in the forefront the 
idea that the indifference curve is about stabilized preferences based on 
repeated acts of choice. Undoubtedly, this is the kind of argument a faith-
ful Paretian should make against Thurstone’s experiment, and it might 
have been very influential for the community of economists in that field. 
As an aside, an interesting point in this question of the essentials of mental 
experiments is that the experimenter must cope (1) with his own experi-
mental difficulties (especially about the just-noticeable differences)37 and 
(2) with what economists have in mind when they reflect upon the stabil-
ity of preferences of individuals.

In the final analysis, something evolved in the 1930s, on the issue of 
testing consumer theory with experiments. As the integrability issue 
became clarified, as the assumptions needed to relate indifference curves 
and index utility functions became more clearly understood, as the gap 
between the experimental procedures and the axiomatics of consumer 
theory widened, economists abandoned the idea of experimenting on 
indifference curves, and they let psychologists tackle the issue of which 
experimental procedure could adequately emulate humdrum decision-
making in people. The opposition between two methods, one relying on 
experiments, the other on empirical data based on long periods of choice, 
emerged from all this debate.

Thus, in this period, Thurstone’s experiment received rather critical 
comments and was never taken as a promising way to derive indifference 
curves and demand curves. Wallis and Friedman (1942) would deal a deci-
sive blow on experimental indifference curves, and they would go one step 
beyond in questioning the conceptual foundations of the theory of choice.
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38. The Wallis and Friedman article is part of a book in memory of Henry Schultz.
39. “The first serious problem we had was to decide whether it would be better to have eight 

50 caliber machine guns on a fighter plane or four 20 millimeter guns” (Olkin 1991, 124).
40. See especially his 1942 paper on the temporal stability of consumption patterns.

5. The Wallis and Friedman Article

It is worth concentrating on the Wallis and Friedman article of 1942, 
given that Friedman was involved from the outset in the development of 
demand theory through his collaboration with Schultz and Hotelling.38 
The article is mainly about the relative merits of different methods for 
deriving empirical indifference curves and, subsequently, empirical 
demand curves.

Independently from each other, and then through regular discussions, 
Wallis and Friedman developed a systematic methodological critique of 
the usefulness of experimental economics in consumer theory, and even 
more radically, of the internal coherence of consumer theory. For this 
reason, the Wallis and Friedman article deserves to be read as a seminal 
contribution to demand theory at Chicago.

Wallis graduated in psychology and economics from Chicago and 
Columbia. He met Milton Friedman at Chicago in 1934, as a student of 
Schultz, and then went to Columbia to graduate in statistics with Harold 
Hotelling (Olkin 1991, 122–23). Between August 1935 and September 
1937, Friedman was an associate economist together with Wallis at the 
National Resource Committee, where they designed questionnaires and 
methods of analyzing consumption (Hammond 2006). Then, during the 
war, Wallis was a founding member and director of the Statistical Research 
Group (July 1942–September 1945) (with Harold Hotelling and Jack 
Wolfowitz), a group of statisticians who worked on “fire quality control,” 
that is, issues regarding the efficiency of weapons systems.39 Friedman 
joined the SRG as associate director. The cooperation between Friedman 
and Wallis certainly began at the National Resources Committee and 
continued after Friedman’s arrival at the SRG.

For sure, the fact that Wallis earned an undergraduate degree in psy-
chology before turning to statistics and economics made him particu-
larly sensitive to Friedman’s, Hotelling’s, and Schultz’s speculations on 
demand and especially on the possibility of inferring regular properties 
of individual demand patterns from rational behavior.40

The Wallis-Friedman article is entirely devoted to the derivation of 
indifference curves. It is based on an acknowledgment of failure: that 
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consumer theory is grounded on and rationalized by the concept of indif-
ference curves, whereas indifference curves are hardly ever used in any 
theoretical or practical study of demand, Schultz 1938 being an example 
of this. Wallis and Friedman advance two separate theses: (1) “The diffi-
culties and contradictions encountered [in deriving indifference functions 
empirically] are . . . shown to be inherent in the logical structure of the 
theory”; and (2) “For empirical investigations of consumer expenditures 
an alternative theoretical framework is required” (Wallis and Friedman 
1942, 175).

From the outset, Wallis and Friedman’s aim is to question the possi-
bility of giving any empirical content to indifference curves. Indiffer-
ence functions, as they put it, capture, without psychological justifica-
tion, the psychological and sociological determinants of choice. Apart 
from its theoretical achievements (about complementarity, income and 
price effects, welfare criteria, and index numbers), the question raised is of 
“giving quantitative expression to the indifference function” (176). Before 
entering in detail into their argument, it must be stressed that indifference 
curves as they define them are embedded in strong inertial and determin-
istic factors (psychological and sociological), far away from any impul-
sive or anecdotal representation of choice. In a sense, they abide by the 
Paretian semantics, except that Pareto would not have let sociological 
determinants constrain or influence economic choices, thereby keeping 
economics free from nonlogical behavior.

For the first time, Wallis and Friedman make a clear distinction between 
two kinds of data and respectively two approaches to the problem of deriv-
ing indifference functions: (1) the experimental approach is based upon a 
series of data points belonging to the same indifference surfaces. (2) The 
“statistical” approach is based on sets of points for which the only infor-
mation is the slope of the indifference surfaces at each point. Most of the 
paper is devoted to a critical examination of the methods and feasibility of 
each approach and to its sequel.

The experimental approach is quickly discarded. At first sight, the 
experimental approach is the more direct and can be constructed from 
“the application of psychophysical experimental techniques to individual 
subjects” (177). When they come to discussing Thurstone’s experiment 
(“the eminent psychophysicist” [177]), they insist that the hyperbolic shape 
of indifference curves is predetermined by the application of Fechner’s 
law. They carefully note that the cardinalist concepts used in the experi-
ment have no bearing upon the result. But Thurstone’s experiment cannot 
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be retained as a promising way of deriving indifference curves: “The eco-
nomic significance of Thurstone’s experiment is vitiated by a number of 
serious limitations” (179).

Even though arguments against Thurstone’s method are mixed, one 
can identify different kinds of objections. First, the experimental proce-
dure, through comparisons of sets of goods, implies that individuals are 
supposed to act as if goods were free, whereas the economist is inter-
ested in choice under budget constraints. Second, the experimental pro-
cedure cannot reproduce the actual determinants of choice. This conclu-
sion perfectly echoes the comments of Georgescu-Roegen and Staehle: 
there is a gap between the way in which people make choices in every-
day life and what can be grasped from an experimental decision:

For a satisfactory experiment it is essential that the subject give actual 
reactions to actual stimuli. This requires conditions under which the 
reaction being studied is the only one on the basis of which the subject 
could produce systematic results; that is, any rationalizing scheme, 
conscious or unconscious, which he might adopt should have as its 
only possible datum the phenomenon under investigation. Question-
naires or other devices based on conjectural responses to hypothetical 
stimuli do not satisfy this requirement. The responses are valueless 
because the subject cannot know how he would react. The reactions of 
people to variations in economic stimuli work themselves out through 
a process of successive approximation over a period of time. The initial 
response indicates only the first step in a trial-and-error adjustment. 
(Wallis and Friedman 1942, 179–80)

A third argument can be raised against the experimental method. It has 
to do with the ceteris paribus assumption: “If a realistic experimental 
situation were devised, it would, consequently, be necessary to wait a 
considerable time after the initial application of the stimulus before 
recording the reaction. Even an experiment of restricted scope would 
have to continue for so long a period that it would be exceedingly diffi-
cult to keep ‘other things the same’” (180).

During so long a period, it is highly unlikely that tastes and prefer-
ences would remain constant. The authors then provide a scheme of an 
ideally controlled experiment that would fit all the requirements for con-
structing indifference curves. It is based upon a psychological phenom-
enon about human perception: the influence of color on the apparent size 
of an object, a matter already studied by Wallis (1935). Yet, economic-
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type experiments are eliminated: “It is probably not possible to design a 
satisfactory experiment for deriving indifference curves from economic 
stimuli applied to human beings” (Wallis and Friedman 1942, 181). 
Thus, the experimental approach is irrelevant for the construction of 
indifference curves. 

Then Wallis and Friedman tackle the statistical approach, the one Fried-
man 1933 was calling for. It is judged more promising than the experimen-
tal approach, even though it was also falling under similar criticism:

According to the indifference function analysis of consumer behavior, 
the quantities of goods purchased define a point on the indifference 
surfaces at which the slopes are the ratios of the prices. This suggests 
the possibility of using data on consumer purchases for the quantitative 
determination of the indifference function. The obstacle of the approach 
is that the function is defined for a single person at a given time. It is 
obviously impossible to secure more than one observation at one time, 
whereas many observations covering a reasonably broad segment of the 
function are required. If it can be assumed either that a given person has 
the same tastes at different times or that different persons have the same 
tastes at a given time, it will be possible to secure a number of observa-
tions relating to a single indifference function. Such assumptions, while 
never literally fulfilled, seem plausible. Certainly they seem more rea-
sonable than those which have to be introduced in the experimental 
approach. They have the added merit of involving economic phenom-
ena proper. (Wallis and Friedman 1942, 183)

Here again, limitations about the method seem to plague the construc-
tion of individual indifference functions. The period of observation must 
be of many years to obtain a few points; consequently, tastes cannot rea-
sonably be considered as fixed, except maybe if there have been no impor-
tant changes in the environment. So the economist is generally confronted 
with two equally awkward situations. Either he has a lot of observations in 
the neighborhood of an initial point, or he must assume that tastes have 
changed: “If, on the other hand, the individual has experienced a wide 
range of prices and incomes, his tastes have probably not remained con-
stant, for past experience is surely one of the most important determi-
nants of tastes at a given moment” (184).

This is certainly an idea that was not explicitly accepted by all econo-
mists of the time, and it is an important aspect of Wallis and Friedman’s 
argument and deserves to be developed further. All in all, it is not possible 
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41. Abraham Wald (1940) showed how to approximate an index-utility function described 
by a polynomial of the second degree in goods from Engle curves (linearized in a small 
region of the commodity space), and he had raised both the integrable and nonintegrable case, 
wondering about the practical feasibility of this procedure. Especially, he raised doubts about 
the method because “not all individuals have exactly the same scale of preferences, the indi-
viduals do not choose exactly the set of goods for which the indicator has the greatest value, 
the goods compared in different periods are not exactly of the same quality, and so on” (148). 
He ended with the nonintegrability case. In this case, the assumption that indifference sur-
faces did not change during the period of observation was rejected (175).

to escape from the “alteration of preference” (184). So, the most promis-
ing procedure remains the use of data on the purchases of different indi-
viduals, belonging to groups for which the assumption of identity of pref-
erences can reasonably be made. This assumption has to be discussed, 
because groups of people sharing similar tastes have usually proximate 
incomes, due to similar social status, cultural habits, and educational 
background, and they face similar prices. Once again, it will not be pos-
sible to extract enough information to construct indifference curves. Even 
the idea of combining observations on many individuals and for several 
periods seems hopeless. Either the variations of prices are slight, and 
then the statistical basis is narrow, or they are wide and indicate also 
important changes in the economic situation, so that tastes will have 
changed meanwhile.41

What can be kept from all this is certainly that the notion of an indif-
ference curve is meaningful only in the neighborhood of current eco-
nomic conditions and current choices for each individual (already an idea 
from Pareto [1909] 1971, para. 67). The only hope is to observe wide 
changes in prices for only a few items, compatible with “the assumption 
of unaltered tastes and with fairly rapid adjustment to the price changes,” 
so that it is possible to obtain “a fairly satisfactory derivation of indiffer-
ence surfaces for a subset of goods” (Wallis and Friedman 1942, 185). 
To sum up the pessimistic results,

While it is thus entirely impossible to obtain indifference surfaces 
from market data, it seems highly unlikely that reliable results can be 
obtained for more than a small range of quantities for a few goods. 
The necessity of using data that reflect reactions to essentially the 
same indifference function implies a serious limitation on the degree 
of income and price variation that can be observed and hence in the 
scatter of points on which the indifference surfaces can be based. If 
these points cover a wide range, it is unlikely that they relate to the 
same system of indifference surfaces; if they cover a narrow range, 
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the indifference surfaces derived from them will be subject to wide 
margins of errors and to statistical instability. (185–86)

In the final analysis, Wallis and Friedman’s main thesis is that however 
one tries to match statistical data with the concept of the indifference 
curve, it will be unsuccessful. The problem, as they see it, comes from the 
fact that the indifference curves have been constructed theoretically upon 
a supposed categorization of economic phenomena within three sets: 
tastes, opportunity, and goods. Wallis and Friedman show that the same 
thing (e.g., regional location, family size, and probably income) can be 
classified either into the first, the second, or the third, so that it is practi-
cally impossible to use any statistical data to construct indifference curves: 
“The ambiguity of the classificatory criteria which are implicit in indiffer-
ence curve analysis is, of course, the reason it is so difficult to specify 
reasonable data. Satisfactory data can be obtained only if opportunity fac-
tors vary over a wide range while taste factors remain constant; but this is 
clearly impossible because the opportunity factors and the taste factors 
are inextricably interwoven—are really the same factors under different 
aliases” (187–88).

So the only useful work to be done is to abandon indifference curves, 
which are of no use “for the organization of empirical data” (189), as 
an intermediary object to demand analysis and to adopt a more direct 
approach and to infer from statistical data which factors do influence, and 
to what extent, current consumption (income, regional location, age, etc.): 
“There is much to be gained by concentrating some heavy theoretical 
artillery on the logical structure implicit in the practical work” (189).

It is beyond the scope of the present study to inquire into the general 
approach to demand theory advocated by Friedman and Wallis. It has 
often been remarked that their article shares some methodological prin-
ciples with other members of the Chicago school (Knight 1944; Stigler 
1939) and that it contains the seeds of Friedman’s (1949) famous article 
on the demand curve. It remains to be shown whether this episode can 
help to clarify the methodological principles of Friedman’s demand the-
ory (Mongin 2000a). We will not develop this point further.

Two final remarks can be made on the Wallis and Friedman article. 
First, it is clearly organized as a systematic attack on the foundations of 
the theory of choice. It begins with a regular criticism of experimental or 
empirical foundations of indifference curves on the basis of a Paretian 
definition of indifference curves. Once that work has been done, the next 
step in Wallis and Friedman’s strategy is to question the interest of the 
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39 42. Except for a full understanding of the discrete analogue to Slutsky symmetry conditions 

and positive semi-definiteness of the Slutsky matrix (Chipman and Lenfant 2002, 577–78).

theory itself. Second, Wallis and Friedman stipulate implicitly that any 
theoretical concept must have empirical content. So, they reject indiffer-
ence curves on the ground that they are poorly adapted to empirical data. 
This is clearly at odds with the line of thought that emerged in Georgescu-
Roegen’s article and that had just been exemplified in Samuelson’s revealed 
preference theory.

6. Samuelson’s Revealed Preferences and  
the Status of Indifference Curves

In contrast with Wallis and Friedman’s destructive criticism of the con-
cept of the indifference curve and ultimately of the Paretian theory of 
choice, we have the other criticism of the concept, as it was first raised 
by Samuelson through the revealed preference approach. Our main point 
in this section is that Samuelson’s criticism legitimized the concept of 
indifference curves as a heuristic device.

As is now well known, Samuelson (1938a, 1938c) was at first critical 
of the Hicks-Allen hypothesis of a diminishing marginal rate of substi-
tution. After the introduction of the strong axiom of revealed prefer-
ences (Houthakker 1950), Samuelson came to recognize that the Slutsky-
Hicks-Allen approach and the revealed preference approach arrived at the 
same set of analytical statements,42 so that a rational consumer could be 
represented equivalently as a utility maximizer or as behaving according 
to a set of axioms (Mongin 2000b; Chipman and Lenfant 2002). Mean-
while, it is interesting to examine Samuelson’s comments upon the con-
cept of indifference curves, because Samuelson has always pointed out 
that it remains a concept that exists only as a conjecture external to the 
revealed preference approach.

In the following, we claim that Samuelson consistently stressed the topic 
of the status of indifference curves (and of the mere idea of indifference) 
all along his breakthrough from the first articles on revealed preferences 
(Samuelson 1938a, 1938b, 1938c) up to the final 1950 article on the ques-
tion of integrability. Samuelson’s approach to demand behavior was based 
on observed choice and upon a principle of revelation of preferences. 
The most important consequences, for our subject, are (1) that Samuelson 
dispensed with the concept of indifference curves in favor of that of pre-
ferred choice and (2) that indifference curves could be obtained, at best 
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43. “We are now in a position to complete the programme begun a dozen years ago of 
arriving at the full empirical implications for demand behaviour of the most general ordinal 
utility analysis. My own work in this direction grew out of a remark made to me by Professor 
Haberler in his 1936 international trade seminar at Harvard. ‘How do you know indifference 
curves are concave?’ My quick retort was ‘Well, if they’re not, your whole theory of index num-
bers is worthless.’ Later I got to thinking about implications of this answer (disregarding the 
fact that it is not worded quite accurately). Being then full of Professor Leontief’s analysis of 
indifference curves, I suddenly realized that we could dispense with almost all notions of 
utility: starting from a few logical axioms of demand consistency, I could derive the whole of 
the valid utility analysis as corollaries” (Samuelson 1950, 369–70).

44. For an analytical and methodological discussion of Samuelson’s revealed preferences, 
see Mongin 2000b and Chipman and Lenfant 2002.

45. In the rest of this article, we adopt Hicks’s revised terminology of “decreasing mar-
ginal rate of substitution” and “convex” indifference field even though Samuelson kept Hicks 
and Allen’s original terminology of “increasing marginal rate of substitution” and “concave” 
indifference field.

46. Samuelson’s approach is clearly in accordance with the Paretian semantics of choice. 
He is concerned with “long run ‘normal’ behaviour” only (Samuelson 1950, 360). He also 
makes it clear that the internal experiments of the consumer are of no interest for the problem 
of integrability, and he states, as Pareto did, that any observed choice can be regarded “as a 
steady flow of consumption per unit time, optimally patterned to the consumer’s tastes. And the 
flow of consumption at B is again a steady flow long maintained. The comparison of A and B 
(and of intermediate points) is a case of comparative statics” (361). So, the economist need 
not invade the consumer’s privacy.

indirectly, if they should be obtained at all. In the end, Samuelson did not 
reject the concept but, rather subtly, limited its role to that of a heuristic 
device. It is interesting to note first that Samuelson’s interest in the theory 
of choice originated in a criticism of the (widespread) use of indifference 
curves and index numbers in economic theory.43 It is necessary also to 
understand that Samuelson wanted to establish a comprehensive compari-
son between the traditional theory and his revealed preference approach, 
and that at the same time he was conscious that too narrow a comparison 
might lead to misleading terminological convergence.

A brief overview of the development of Samuelson’s ideas will help 
clarify the difference between the indifference curve approach and the 
revealed preference approach.44 Samuelson (1938c, 61) regarded the Hicks-
Allen (1934) replacement of a utility function with the concept of the 
decreasing marginal rate of substitution45 as an incomplete theoretical 
achievement, as it still depended on psychological assumptions. A true 
positivist theory of choice, as he put it, should rely upon observable choices 
only and thus should be deprived of such “vestigial traces of utility.” Thus, 
the aim of the revealed preference approach was to identify a set of axi-
oms necessary and sufficient “for most of the empirical meaning of the 
utility analysis” (Samuelson 1938a, 353).46 Yet, Samuelson did not identify 
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at once what exactly in the Hicks-Allen approach was supporting the psy-
chological assumption. In addition, he did not mean that the traditional 
analysis in terms of utility and indifference curves was deprived of any 
analytical advantage. Consistently, Samuelson (1938b) would pursue at the 
same time the analysis of the revealed preference approach and the analy-
sis of the traditional utility/indifference curve approach. Those parallel 
endeavors aimed at stressing the relative merits of each theoretical basis 
for demand analysis and, incidentally, at clarifying the status of indiffer-
ence curves within each. The most significant article regarding the status 
of indifference curves within the revealed preference approach was the 
1948 article, in which Samuelson dealt frontally with the possibility of 
obtaining indifference curves as the result of a limit process. In that arti-
cle, he commented upon Ian Little’s proof that “if enough judiciously 
selected price-quantity situations are available for two goods, we may 
define a locus which is the precise equivalent of the conventional indiffer-
ence curve” (Samuelson 1948, 243) and presented an alternative demon-
stration. Finally, the 1950 article on integrability provided a comprehen-
sive analysis of the qualitative differences between the utility approach 
and the revealed preference approach. Once the weak axiom of revealed 
preference was replaced with the strong axiom, the analytical differences 
between both approaches were considerably smoothed, and Samuelson 
stressed the main implications for the concept of indifference curves.

With this theoretical development in mind, we will examine more pre-
cisely the impact of the Samuelsonian program upon the concept of indif-
ference curves. The axioms of revealed preference were designed in rela-
tion to the theory of index numbers and were especially adapted to 
empirical research, as they were conceived in terms of finite variations 
and not in terms of differentials. The outcome of all this was that Samuel-
son obtained the same results as did Hicks and Allen, and the only argu-
ment in favor of the revealed preference approach was mainly method-
ological: “The orientation given here is more directly based upon those 
elements which must be taken as data by economic science, and is more 
meaningful in its formulation” (Samuelson 1938c, 71).

Echoing this methodological position, Samuelson consistently remained 
reluctant to use the term indifference curve or indifference surface. Given 
that his rationality axioms were entirely formulated in terms of prefer-
ences, indifference curves could be at best obtained by describing the 
whole space of preferences. There was nothing in the indifference curves 
so obtained that could not have been obtained from data on properly 
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47. A comparative analysis of Little’s and Samuelson’s contributions to revealed preferences 
is beyond the scope of this article. In my view, Samuelson’s approach is deliberately oriented 
toward clarifying the relationships with the traditional ordinalists’ approach; Little, on the con-
trary, is much more interested in the implications of the new approach for the theory of index 
numbers. Little’s (1949) contribution to the debate is quite important (his article was written 
before Samuelson 1948). It contains the central idea and method for constructing step-by-step a 
“behaviour line.” Little’s approach differs from that of Samuelson in two respects. First, the 
departure point is a comparison between welfare criteria based upon index numbers and based 
upon indifference curves. Second, it is directly critical of the concept of indifference curves. 
Little’s main idea is to dispense with indifference curves and to inquire whether a series of 
points can be found, using a transitive property of consistent behavior, so that the index-number 
criterion of welfare improvement should “tell the same story” as the indifference curve crite-
rion. In the end, “the concept of indifference is abandoned” (Little 1949, 91). Surely, Little’s 
discussion of the meaning of “preference” and “choice” deserves more attention than it has 
received so far.

selected choices. Conversely, observations on choices being the only data 
on which to base the construction of indifference curves, those data would 
never allow us to reveal those parts of the indifference complex that were 
concave to the origin, because no choice would ever be observed on those 
parts. So revealed preferences captured all the market data necessary to 
construct an indifference curve and at the same time they captured noth-
ing more than what was obtainable from market behavior. Under that 
double constraint, Samuelson carefully examined the status of indiffer-
ence curves within the governance of revealed preferences.

Samuelson and others were precisely pointing out the obstacles to the 
derivation of an indifference curve from a finite number of observations. 
Little (1949) had shown that a selection of price-quantity situations and 
corresponding choices might be enough to “define a locus which is the 
precise equivalent of the conventional indifference curves” (Samuelson 
1948, 243).47 Samuelson (1948) showed how to obtain the same result 
through a Cauchy-Lipschitz process of approximating the supposed indif-
ference curve from below. The argument ran as follows. On the basis of 
the axiom of revealed preference, if the consumption set could be filled 
with data on observed choices at any point (x, y) desired, it was thus pos-
sible to integrate the differential equation linking little slope elements 
(dy/dx) to a function f (x, y) that was equal to the ratio of the prices px /py 
at any point. The solution to the equation dy/dx = f (x, y) was shown to be 
precisely the “conventional” indifference curves.

It must be clear that nowhere did Samuelson suggest that the axioms of 
revealed preferences could be used to reveal indifference. Indifference 
could only be revealed after a certain kind of mathematical treatment 
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48. Or later: “If we wish, then, we may speak of them as being indifferent to A. The whole 
theory of consumer’s behaviour can thus be based upon operationally meaningful founda-
tions in terms of revealed preference” (Samuelson 1948, 251).

implying differential calculus and necessitating a potentially infinite 
amount of information of the revealed-preference type. “Any Cauchy-
Lipschitz path always leads to a final point worse than the initial. And 
strictly speaking, it is only as an infinite limit that we can hope to reveal 
the neutral case of ‘indifference’ along the true solution curve to the 
differential equation” (Samuelson 1948, 248; my italics). This was not 
yet enough to speak of an “indifference curve.” What we had was just a 
set of points revealed to be worse than a certain point A. In terms of 
the strict algebra of “revealed preferences” we had as yet no definition of 
what was meant by “equality” or “indifference” (248). So, in order to assign 
the name “indifference curves” to the loci of points described by the dif-
ferential equation, it was necessary to prove that “all points above the true 
mathematical solution [were] definitely ‘revealed to be better’ than A” 
(248). This was done through providing a process of approximation from 
above, similar to the Cauchy-Lipschitz solution. The unique curve lying 
between both approximations was the “behaviour line” of Little, and “we 
may care to give this contour line, by courtesy, the title of an indifference 
curve” (248; my italics).48

Once again, one can consider how reluctant Samuelson was to use the 
word indifference in the framework of the revealed preference approach. 
Our interpretation for this is that Samuelson believed that the term indif-
ference curve could divert people from the behaviorist foundations of such 
a curve and make them think that indifference curves could be obtained 
directly through nonmarket experiments in spite of being revealed. Again 
in the 1950 article on integrability, the behaviorist nature of the data was 
the real frontier between the terminology of indifference and that of 
revealed preference: there was nothing like revealed indifference. There 
he drew a figure with indifference curves, some of which were partly con-
cave to the origin. And on the other figure, he drew little slope elements 
corresponding to the convex parts only: “It will be noted that any point 
where the indifference curves are [concave] rather than [convex] cannot 
be observed in a competitive market. Such points are shrouded in eternal 
darkness” (Samuelson 1950, 359). In that case, only a monopsonist could 
bend the budget curve so as to make it possible to reveal some (but not all) 
the points in a concave portion of his preference field. And precisely non-
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49. Here, Samuelson seems to be less stringent in his interpretation of indifference curves, 
because he implicitly accepts that an experiment should allow the scientist to capture the 
whole preference field. This is at odds with other statements in the same articles. “Therefore, 
in this generalised monopsony we can behaviouristically identify the man’s ordinal prefer-
ence field if it has one” (Samuelson 1950, 361). Years later, Samuelson recalled this advantage 
of the revealed preference approach as a general methodology, to the effect that the strong 
axiom of revealed preference can imply “valid relations applicable to admissible specifica-
tions of non-convex sets” (Samuelson 1998, 1381).

market experiments were of this type, completely opposite to the perfect 
competition framework which was supposed in the theory of choice and 
which had to serve as a basis for the theory of demand and aggregate 
demand:49 “The case of a Gallup-poll questioner who finds out the man’s 
preference contours by giving him choices of every pair of goods is simply 
a limiting case of monopsony. And if we experiment sufficiently, we can 
always find a curved family of unique contours representing his ordinal 
preference field—if such a consistent field exists” (361).

To conclude this discussion of Samuelson’s reconstruction of indiffer-
ence, we would like to make two points.

Samuelson stressed that indifference curves are not a direct result of 
controlled experiments; they can only be obtained, if ever they can be 
obtained, through an indirect process of describing the field of prefer-
ences of a given consumer, under different situations of choice under bud-
get constraints. Consequently, Samuelson remained reluctant to deal with 
indifference curves, because they were methodologically deceptive, giv-
ing the false impression of a theoretical (positivist) progress compared 
with the old utility theory, whereas they could also convey psychological 
assumptions. So, indifference curves conveyed a “dangerous terminol-
ogy” (Samuelson 1950, 365). Nevertheless, Samuelson did not go as far as 
rejecting de facto the use of indifference curves, provided that one was 
clearly warned about the methodological fragility of the concept.

Second, Samuelson, echoing Georgescu–Roegen (1936), rejected the 
idea that indifference curves could be determined through experimenta-
tion. But contrary to common bottom-up criticism (criticism stressing the 
difficulty of constructing experimental indifference curves), his criticism 
stemmed directly from the idea that in a competitive framework at least, 
the economic facts one would use were acts of choice under budget con-
straints, so that other kinds of experiments were ruled out from the outset. 
A connected question, nevertheless, was about the possibility of practi-
cally running experiments on subjects facing budget constraints. My point 
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50. One may be inclined to consider also that Samuelson shows a sentimental attachment to 
the concept since it was an important step in the development of ordinalism. I prefer to consider 
that Samuelson retained indifference curves as something useful (see Samuelson 1974).

51. To be sure, the widespread use of indifference curves as a heuristic and pedagogical 
tool would be naturally reinforced by the simple fact that we can only use indifference curves 
to analyze choices involving two or three goods. It does not allow one to deal with utility 
defined over more than three goods. This supplementary explanation is but a negative justifi-
cation for relegating indifference curves to microeconomics textbooks, whereas the Samuel-
sonian argument is rather a positive justification for this.

is that Samuelson seemed to agree essentially with the Paretian semantics 
of indifference curves. That is, indifference curves were supposed to rep-
resent market choices under stabilized economic behaviors, after a period 
in which decisions were made on a trial-and-error basis. It was only then 
that a consistent indifference curve could be, at best, approximated. Thus, 
it is reasonable to infer from this that for Samuelson, it was practically 
impossible to carry out experiments on indifference curves compatible 
with the Paretian semantics. Consequently, if the concept of the indiffer-
ence curve was to have any legitimacy, it would be just as a tool for order-
ing our knowledge about economic behaviors.50 As such, indifference 
curves were useful for their heuristic and pedagogical properties, since 
they could help us organize our ideas and data on individual choices.51 A 
connected result was that practical studies based on indifference curves 
should involve checks as to whether data on market behaviors were strong 
enough to guarantee a convex structure of tastes.

7. Conclusions

The aim of this article was to shine some light on a methodological debate 
about the exact nature of indifference curves underlying the foundations 
of the theory of choice. The main lesson to be drawn from the debate is 
that adopting the index-utility function was not a sufficient foundation on 
which to erect the new theory of choice. The adoption of an ordinal con-
ception of utility had to be accompanied by a common language about the 
methodological foundations of the theory. All this debate was nascent in 
Pareto’s works, where he seemed to hesitate about the experimental status 
of indifference curves. It was settled step-by-step in the 1930s and 1940s. 
Two major attitudes emerged from the debate. On the one side, there was 
Samuelson’s revealed preference approach, which captured the essentials 
of the idea that indifference curves were useful for organizing our ideas 
about demand behavior, even though they were not likely to be obtained 
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3952. See Moscati 2007a for a discussion.

practically through experiments. On the other side, Wallis and Friedman’s 
approach rejected the theory of choice on the grounds that it was badly 
suited to any kind of empirical data, and they called for other foundations 
directly grounded on facts. On the way toward this deepening of the 
theory of choice, we saw that the vast majority of economists concerned 
commented rather scantily on Thurstone’s attempt. The reluctance toward 
experimenting on individual preferences was strong enough to make later 
attempts very rare. Within consumer choice theory (choice under cer-
tainty), only two other experiments with indifference curves seem to have 
been conducted since Thurstone’s experiment (Rousseas and Hart 1951; 
and MacCrimmon and Toda 1969).52 Indeed, it is reasonable to think that 
from the 1940s onward economists were not much interested in obtaining 
such curves.

Before coming to a more general conclusion about the orientation that 
would be given to the foundations of the theory of choice, we can draw 
some specific conclusions about our story.

First, Thurstone’s experiment must be appraised carefully. From the 
reading of his article in the Journal of Social Psychology, it is reason-
able to infer that Thurstone’s experiment was first designed to answer 
questions that were under debate within the community of psychologists 
and not within that of economists. The central question behind Thur-
stone’s experiment was the existence of what he called a “psychological 
continuum” and of a unit of measurement for individual satisfaction. In 
fact, the article does not contain any reflection about the meaning of 
preferences or the best way to obtain those preferences or to make sure 
that those preferences are stable and not affected by external factors or by 
the experimental process. It was left to economists, through their com-
ments, to appraise the possibility and the interest for the theory of choice 
of such experiments.

Second, one of the consequences of the debate about the status of indif-
ference curves was Wallis and Friedman’s radical criticism of the theory 
of choice. This radical criticism meant to get rid of the foundations of 
consumer theory and called for a new logical structure of consumer the-
ory. This may help to organize our ideas about further unorthodox devel-
opments in the theory of demand and choice. It would be worth it to see to 
what extent work from Knight, Friedman, Becker, Lancaster, and others 
address Wallis and Friedman’s recommendations.
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53. Otherwise stated, the status of indifference curves could not be clarified as long as the 
analytical problem of integrability remained unsettled. This is in accordance with Mongin’s 
(2000b, 1127) claim that the relationship between the revealed preference approach and inte-
grability is first and foremost a technical issue. Our reading of revealed preference theory in 
relation to indifference curves reinforces Mongin’s claim that Samuelson did not want to 
eliminate traditional utility theory. Nevertheless, it also shows that empirical workers in the 
field of demand shall not be exempted from being cautious when they resort to this concept.

Third, Samuelson’s approach to the status of indifference curves has 
proved to be fruitful. Samuelson’s criticism was based mainly on the same 
principles as Friedman’s, but it was not aimed at getting rid of the theory. 
On the contrary, it was aimed at unveiling the legitimate uses of indiffer-
ence curves within demand and choice theory. We have shown that it is 
possible to read Samuelson’s work on revealed preferences by focusing on 
the meaning of the word indifference. Samuelson wanted to match two 
contrasting attitudes. On the one hand, he subscribed to a positivist meth-
odology, by which he was led to privilege a definition of theoretical terms 
as observables, which, together with axioms of choice, would allow one to 
derive operationally meaningful theorems. On the other hand, he remained 
skeptical about the practical possibility of conducting experiments or 
obtaining data that would be reliable and precise enough to falsify or cor-
roborate an operationally meaningful theorem. The fact is that because 
Samuelson was more stringent than Pareto in promoting a positivist 
approach to choice, his skeptical attitude was apparent on many more 
occasions. Quite logically, it was only through the evolution of the theo-
retical program that he tempered his reservations against utility theory. 
Thus, the bulk of the revealed preference approach regarding the nature of 
indifference curves would condense progressively, and the quintessence of 
it could be found in the 1950 article, once the main implications of the 
revealed preference approach were known (after Houthakker’s introduc-
tion of the strong axiom of revealed preferences).53

A more speculative conclusion, calling for further inquiry, can be drawn 
from this story. It deals, broadly speaking, with the internal relationships 
between economics, psychology, and experimentation. Our claim is that 
the criticisms raised against naive attempts at doing experiments on pref-
erences considerably clarified the proper use of indifference curves as a 
useful tool for economic theory, and by so doing also made possible a 
deeper questioning of the meaning of indifference. There were now favor-
able conditions for a quiet interplay between economics and psychology. 
By, say, the end of the 1940s, it had become possible to question the inter-
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nal meaning of preferences. Many instances of such interplay can be seen 
in the economic literature (see Moscati 2007a). Georgescu-Roegen (1950) 
laid down the foundations for a stochastic theory of choice (under cer-
tainty). Binary choice and transitivity became a common field for experi-
ments and theorization for economists and psychologists (May 1954; 
Quandt 1956). More generally, before the 1940s economists rarely distin-
guished between descriptive and normative theories, but by the 1950s, 
such a distinction had become almost systematic. Thus, it is quite reason-
able to think that the main outcome of the debates on the status of indif-
ference curves was to put on firmer ground the idea that economists might 
gain something from cooperating with psychologists, because the latter 
offered a better understanding of the kind of questions economists wished 
to address: What makes it impossible to unveil preferences? What are the 
consequences of making binary choices in the absence of knowledge of 
additional possibilities? To what extent do people discover their own pref-
erences through learning? Does this necessarily imply that intransitivity 
will be the rule?
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